**New Year...New Data Access!**

As promised, the new dashboard accordions are now available! The accordions offer access to the same reliable IR dashboard data with easier “dropdown” access to individual tabs on each data dashboard. Each dashboard title gives users the ability to use filters to get data to meet individual needs.

The previous dashboard table layout will be discontinued at the end of January, so start using the dashboard accordions today. Select your platform choice/viewing device for a new experience in data access!

**DATA: No Request Required**

A limited number of campus IR customers have access to several reports on a special share drive that contain extremely helpful data to keep you informed and up to date. A list of the major reports appears in the box above. Updates to reports range from daily to once per semester. If you need access or want to know who already has access in your college or unit, contact us by email at ire@pvamu.edu.

**Use of IR Forms Improving**

We saw some improvement in the use of our Data Request Forms increasing from 40% in October to 47% in November and December. We are confident the increase will continue.

**Newest Dashboard**

Our newest addition to the growing number of interactive dashboards is Enrollment Statistics. This data dashboard provides an interactive option for term enrollments by student time status, level, classification, gender, and ethnicity, all on a 1-page summary. More importantly, users may filter by college or department in addition to other variables. There are 5 dashboards included in this title. We believe you will love it.

We have added “Quick Links” to our webpages to improve the transition from one page to another. Links to major pages appear on the right side of the content for each webpage.

**Applicants Routine Reports**

The number of “Applicants” routine reports on the Institutional Reports Share Drive will soon be decreased to improve efficiency. Don’t worry! You will still have access to the applicants’ data you need. The only difference will be a requirement to use the Excel “filter” feature on a more comprehensive report.

Share drive users will be notified by email and provided with more details when the changes happen.

Email: IRE@pvamu.edu
Phone: 936-261-2188